SAILING CAUTION NOTICE

Variation in LAD (Least Available Depth) is observed due to fluctuation in Water levels in the Kainan – Farakka stretch of NW-1 as Indo-Bangladesh water sharing treaty is under implementation.

All the IWT operators are requested to plan their voyage schedule and loaded draft of barges while sailing in the above stretch considering the following.

1. Discharge towards Indian side (subjected to mandatory discharge)
   - 21.03.2019 to 31.03.2019
   - 11.04.2019 to 20.04.2019
   - 01.05.2019 to 10.05.2019

2. Discharge towards Bangladesh side
   - 11.03.2019 to 20.03.2019
   - 01.04.2019 to 10.04.2019
   - 21.04.2019 to 30.04.2019
   - 11.05.2019 to 20.05.2019

Further, it is also been advised to refer latest River Notices and follow the latest IWN Tracks.

Nodal Officers:

Sh. S. Basu, Mob No: 9432013179
Junior Hydrographic Surveyor
Tribeni - Berhampur

Sh. Sanjeeva Kumar, Mob No: 9051294097
Assistant Director
Berhampur - Rajmahal

To

All IWT operators as per list

Copy to

1. Director, IT, IWAI, Noida – with a request to publish in the IWAI website.
2. Nodal officers of respective stretches; 3. Senior Hydrographic Surveyor, Kolkata RO
4. Assistant Director (M), Kolkata RO; 5. Assistant Director (C), Kolkata RO
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